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 I’m really trying to get this to work. I have my VPS setup and running with Ubuntu as my OS. I’ve been using software RAID 1 with an install of Ubuntu Server on a quad core. If I copy a game from my Wii to my HDD and then start WbFS on my Ubuntu VPS then everything works fine and shows my Wii content. I can play through the entire game and stuff. When I run WbFS on my Ubuntu
desktop, I can’t get the same functionality. I’m getting lots of GC errors. My screen is blinking like crazy when I start up WbFS and it seems like my CPU is going crazy. If I can get this working, then I’ll be able to do a lot more with my WbFS content because it will work on my Ubuntu desktop. I’m really running out of ideas. I’ve even tried the latest version of WbFS which is version 6.2.x as of right
now. I’m looking for help from anyone that might have a clue. Comments First thing I noticed when I read your post was the fact that you are using a vps and not a dedicated server for this project. VPS, or Virtual Private Server, is a good way to run a server, but you should be aware that you are limited in your resources in that you are only given a fixed amount of RAM and CPU to work with. If you
have a server that is set up for a web-server or some other software that uses lots of RAM, then you could very easily have all of that RAM being used up when it runs out of RAM, and thus you will be slowed down when playing the game. The best thing you can do in this situation is to look for a VPS server that has a larger RAM allocation. I am not sure of the exact amount of RAM you need for this

game, but it should be at least 1GB of RAM. The reason you don’t have a dedicated server is because you do not have any friends who want to host one. You will need to pay a fee for a dedicated server, and since the fee is almost always much more than you can afford, you are going to use a VPS server. Second thing I noticed is that you are not installing the game using a system made to support
WbFS. f3e1b3768c
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